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Which rough-line-art flash game is getting more search hits on Google than Kim Jong Il? It's called Line Rider, and Time.com reports that it has attracted a cult following all over the world: Part Jackass trick, part physics lesson, Line Rider encourages users to draw their own ramps, hills and slopes with a pencil tool, and
then sends a virtual sleigh (wearing a red scarf) along the route until it swoops, swerves and falls. Build a fairly challenging course and you'll feel like a little kid playing in the snow again, zooming down, popping in the air, wiping on the ramp to jump a la Evel Knievel.They're right: This thing is a blast! Wheeeeeeeeeee!
Line Rider (through time) Retna It shouldn't surprise anyone that Matthew McConaughey seems to star in every third romantic comedy-he's the perfect date-movie draw. Not only does the 39-year-old Texan possess a baked/dimple combination powerful enough to hypnotize theaters full of women, he also has something
to offer his dates. What straight man can resist indulging in McConaughey-my-bro fantasies, complete with light beer and hours spent chillin' and grillin' outside the famous Airstream actor, with the option of sor-hours nude conga jam? Nicknamed Redneck Buddha is actually a bud and fellow shirt-eschewer Lance
Armstrong, once a romantic Penelope Cruz and Sandra Bullock recently had a hangin' with Brazilian model Camila Alves, who last July gave birth to a son, Levi. This month, McConaughey goes by his two-time rom-com partner Kate Hudson to woo Jennifer Garner in Ghost Girls of the Past. ELLE: Have you ever had
any strange misunderstandings about human sexuality as a child? MATTHEW MCCONAUGHEY: Oh yes. From checking Playboy I've always thought -jeezum, we still don't have a better word for it than a vagina, right? - I thought I had pubic hair and he collided horizontally. You know, east/west, not south. So the first
time I got to third base, man, I've been hunting for a long time. ELLE: You could easily have missed a third overall and got into a place so banned it never even got its own base. MM: And I didn't want to go there. I was very scared of hunting around, so it took about an hour to find. ELLE: Congratulations on fatherhood.
You were quoted saying that within 14 hours of Camila cuts, you got tribal on it and provided the soundtrack of Brazilian music. Also trying to deejay my wife's labor, I'm curious: At any moment she threatens to shove a boom box down her throat? MM: Oh, they're going to catch up. Camila was the one who wanted
music, but she also very quickly said: Skip this song! So here I was blazing through this playlist until she nods to yay's head or not, and I like, this next song is better that groove or I'll have through the bed and change it. ELLE: Your brother Rooster famously named his son Miller Miller Mcconaughey. When your son was
born, was there any impulse to follow in this family naming tradition? MM: What's it called Jose Cuervo? No, I wouldn't dare try to compete with the Rooster. Now he's got a daughter soon, and I think her name is Marguerite. I'm serious. Barbara Walters seemed to hit you during your 2006 interview, which ended up
rubbing her legs. If you were both single, could you let her have her way with you? MM: I would have to tell these cameras to cut their cuts. ELLE: All jokes aside...? MM: Listen, I think Anthony quinn once said: There's something wrong with any heterosexual man under the age of 80 if he can't find a corner with every
woman. There's a lot of truth to that. ELLE: Any woman you can think of who can't be a cover, but who will you find attractive? MM: Not so specific, but yes. And I see it more with black women who dress up and they wearin' everything to fit snug and they walk. And you're like, man, look at yourself! Where did you do
that? She may be a bigger package, but the boy, she sure understands how she is wrapped. IN Your Beef: This is what dinner radio ads are when you say: Isn't it time you took your appetite for a romantic protein getaway?... Only you two lie side by side under the skies of fillets - you make that eating meat sounds erotic.
Could you do the same to convince your girlfriend to schlep with you at Home Depot to pick up a generator for Airstream? MM: I'm sure so, man. You have to be a kind of general, something like: Mmm. going to go on a drive, check out a set of tools for some heavy machinery, and get back ready for the road trip. And
since you're going to be my pilot, I need you to watch what we're going to pick up, because we're going to have a choice. And I know you wanted to get that Airstream out so we could have a good time. It would be nice that you're there to check out the car. ELLE: You fought cows to prepare for your role in the reign of
fire. Would you fight a crocodile for the woman you loved? Grizzly? MM: Rather not. But if you can catch eye contact with a mammal, you can buy yourself some time because, like another mammal, you can communicate. You can't trust a reptile. But I was thinking about winning this grizzly fight. ELLE: Say it. MM: I
believe that when the grizzly gets to you, it will come up, open its paws, and come at you. You will have to shoot the gap, go straight to your chest, and take your Bowie knife into your intestines and pull up through your chest. If it's a fatal shot, it's a grizzly that's going to fall on you. The real trouble is getting out from
under him. ELLE: I'm stunned by the amount of thought you put into it. MM: Oh, I have dreams about this kind of shit. I don't want to fight any of these things, but I just that's what I'd do there's a situation where I'm just sitting there and I'm going, oh, look there. The grizzly has my girl and baby. How do we know that? This
content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io This story appears in the May 1998 issue of the entrepreneur. Cottman Transmission Systems Inc. in Fort
Washington, Pennsylvania, has found a unique way to inspire a franchisee relationship. For the past 10 years, home office staff in Cottman have thrown on saddle bags, hooked up with ready-made franchise owners and headed for wild blue over there on a motorcycle trip. Part of the outgoing experience that differs each
year, the trip covers several thousand miles for a week or more, with activities that included whitewater canoeing and visiting hot mineral bath springs. Participants are usually of the most successful franchises, which Jim Corkran, co-owner and vice president of operations at Cottman, attributes to their risky personalities.
The people who join us on these trips are the best performers, he says. We welcome any franchisees, but these highly competitive people like to do things that are stressful and a bit risky. The franchisor and franchisees get more from travel than just easy riding. We're trying to break down some of the typical franchisee
barriers and build relationships based on communication and mutual respect, says Corkran. We're doing it because it's amazingly fun, but that's not all. We treat our franchisees as equals. We like to spend time with them. Contact Sources Cottman Transmission Systems Inc., (888) 4-COTTMAN, Life Insurance, like most
other products and services that are available. You can get a basic product, but you can also add different variations to your policy. In the insurance industry, these options are commonly referred to as racers. You should know that any rider will come with an extra fee in your premiums. So make sure the rider doesn't
turn what you thought was an affordable life insurance policy into something you really can't afford. There are riders who cover all kinds of contingencies. But here are five of the most common riders that you should be aware of. 1. Guaranteed Rider Insurance This rider is valuable because it can work in your favor either
on a permanent policy, or a lifetime policy. This is a provision that ensures that you will be able to purchase insurance in the future from the same carrier, regardless of your health status. If you adopt a permanent policy, a guaranteed insurance provision you buy additional coverage in the future without having to qualify



depending on the condition of your This can help you if you want to increase the amount of your lifelong policy, or if you want to add the term riders for extra coverage. Guaranteed insured is probably even more valuable if you have a term policy. The main downside risk with any life term policy is that it will eventually
come to an end. Once this happens, you will need to replace it with a new policy, and you will have to qualify for it depending on your age and health at the time of reapplying. A guaranteed insurance provision ensures that you can get a replacement policy even if you are in poor health. 2. Accidental Death Rider This
rider doubles the death advantage face value of your policy in case your death is the result of an accident. This is why these riders are usually referred to as double compensation provisions. This can be a particularly important rider if you are working in the occupation had the potential to lose your life as a result of an
accident higher than usual. But it is always good to have, because death caused by accidents often brings a special set of financial considerations that may not be present when death is caused by a progressive disease. For example, since accidental death is sudden, there is no time to make any advanced drugs. If you
decide to add a casual death rider to your policy, make sure you carefully review the list of affected crashes that the rider will apply to. So, for example, if you are a truck driver, and the rider specifically eliminates the death caused by a car accident, the rider probably won't help you. 3. Premium Rider Waiver This Rider
will allow you to waive your premiums in case you become disabled and cannot work. Failure is usually good for up to six months, which will be a major benefit in most cases related to short-term disability. Obviously, this will only be a limited benefit if your disability is permanent. However, the rider will provide you with six
months to prepare your financial situation for your permanent disability. And it may be enough time for you to be able to do what you need to do. The convertibility of Rider This Rider is specific to the term life policy. This allows the term policy to be converted to a whole life insurance (permanent) policy, to opt out of a
new medical examination. The main advantage here is obvious. All policy deadlines eventually expire, with 30 years usually the maximum term. If you have a convertible rider, you can simply convert the term policy to a permanent policy at the end period or up to a certain age. It is very important that you look at your
actual policy to know when this rider is expiring. One of the drawbacks of this rider is that it will increase the cost of your term policy. Because most people The term policy primarily with the aim of saving money on their premium costs, rider can make the term somewhat less attractive from this point of view. This may
even raise the cost of term policy to the point where it may be worth considering just going with a permanent policy from the start. 5. Return of Premium Rider Is another rider specifically for term policy. Basically the issue is that the term policies do not provide any monetary value as you get with lifetime policies, or other
investment insurance products. The return of the premium rider is the position in which the carrier will give you back the money you paid for the term of the policy while it was in effect. This may not be as effective as accumulating monetary value in general politics, but you can come close. The insurance company is
willing to provide this provision because they will receive investment income on the premiums you pay for the term of the policy. At the end of the term, they can refund all your premiums, but keep the investment income in exchange for having provided a term of coverage. Once again, cost is a potential drawback with
this rider. Adding it to the term policy can increase your annual premium by as much as 35%. However, if you pay to say $1,000 a year in premiums for term policy, within 20 years you will have $20,000 returned to you at the end of the term. It won't be as good as investing $1,000 in a mutual fund for 20 years, but you'll
have your premiums back as well in favor of having term coverage for the duration of the time. These are just some examples of the many riders that are available when buying a policy. Be sure to ask your insurance broker about any riders the company offers, and carefully consider if one or more will benefit you. We
encourage you to review our best company reviews, such as Banner Life Insurance, to learn more about each company before making a final decision about buying life insurance. With many rider options available for your policy, it is necessary to understand each one so you can choose the best coverage for your family.
If you decide that you want to add some of these riders to the coverage, you may have to worry about how much your life insurance plan will cost. Don't worry, no matter how many riders that you are going to buy or the type of plan you can get affordable insurance coverage. Our next suggestion is on how to keep the
monthly cost of your plan low. Whatever riders you add, we think you can make some changes to your life by cutting premiums by hundreds of dollars. Some of you that participate in the use of tobacco start with high premium rates. it is known to raise at least twice the standard rate if you used any type of tobacco last
year. Youve Youve was looking for an excuse to kick the habit, so let it be your cause. You can also save big on life insurance, either stay healthy, or start getting healthy. Overall there is no other way to keep your premiums consistently low if you don't have a healthy life. Your medical examination will include a blood test
and other various tests that will determine your health rating of the insurer. Getting that preferred rating or in some cases the preferred plus rating can really reduce your monthly costs and may even allow you to purchase more insurance at the price you were originally quoted from! Our latest advice on saving money with
your life insurance premium is getting a lot of quotes. And we mean a lot of quotes.  You don't want to apply for a plan to be effective and then find out months later you could've saved $15 on your monthly fee. There are two ways to do this, and first, use your time outside of work to chase every quote and plan down until
it was 4 weeks and you still can't decide on the type of coverage you want.  The second way, and the easiest way, is to call us! We have access to many carriers and can build a quote that lists out several insurers and let you know which one is the best. Best.
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